context, clinicians should expect on lower fence 5% and upper fence 20% This has its roots in the following factors: Medical education of cases could have occupational is more on the curative side; there is glamour due to societal cause, depending upon where they outlook towards practicing physicians; and economic practice clinical medicine. It is our considerations. This has led to the question 'Healthy man, observation that highly industrialized whose concern?' It is here that the understanding of the belts and localities have high practice of Occupational Health by clinicians has a major role prevalence of occupational diseases to play. Occupational diseases, rehabilitation and problems and injury. of placement of people with disabilities have not received the same attention from clinicians as non-occupational problems.
Clinical medicine as a basic Although clinical problems are often too simple for the treating competency is required to be a physician, for the patient's workplace requirements, successful occupational health psychological factors and interpersonal relationships can specialist. This is true because the magnify them to major proportions. For these reasons, process of diagnosing an occupational occupational clinical conditions can prove to be difficult and aliment involves the following steps: even burdensome; however, they provide the conscientious 
